Lao Friends Hospital for Children

Luang Prabang (Friends Without a Border)
Info re Hospital

- 10 year MOU - Lao Government and FWAB
- 26 bed full service hospital
- 90 outpatient visits per day
- 1 OR, 8 bed NICU
- Opened Feb 2015
Things we did right....

I. Partnerships
   
   A. RadAid
      * x-ray tech, onsite radiologist (2 weeks), ultrasound tech - training
      * PACS
   
   B. WFPI
      * selected consultation and followup

II. Within Budget and Resources
Things that could be better

1. Clear communication of what and how much to send (capacity) to remote consultation
   - selected vs all
2. Linking reports with patient record
3. Consultant information on procedure for followup
4. Consistent link for consults (need to get to know the site)
Thank you to Cicero Amanda all our consultants